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By Rudy Burckhardt

Museum Of Modern Art, 2002. Gebundene Ausgabe. Condition: Neu. Gebraucht - Wie neu
Restauflage, leichte Lagerspuren, sehr guter Zustand; - In February 1940, Rudy Burckhardt spent an
afternoon in Astoria, Queens, photographing the streets of the neighborhood, its gas stations, cars,
children at play and other everyday scenes. Burckhardt later mounted a group of the photographs
in a spiral-bound album, and wrote on the cover, in neatly printed letters, 'An Afternoon in Astoria.'
This handmade book, unpublished until now, composes a tour of this part of New York, its empty
lots and abandoned cars made poetic by Burckhardt's eye. The Museum of Modern Art recently
published An Afternoon in Astoria and has also produced a limited-edition, boxed, spiral-bound
facsimile of the original handmade album. An immaculately produced clothbound box with tipped-
in reproductions from the book inside-and-out contains the album facsimile and a separately
bound essay by Sarah Hermanson Meister, Associate Curator in the photography department of the
Museum, discussing Burckhardt and specifically the groups of photographs he bound into albums
for the pleasure of himself and his friends. 0 pp. Englisch.
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Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka-- Pa olo Spinka

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
published publication.
-- Ma ude Ritchie-- Ma ude Ritchie
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